New Post Encourages Travelers to Rent A Bus
To Tour Chicago This Fall
September 13, 2019
Charter bus company US Coachways has recently posted about the benefits of chartering a bus for
trips around Downtown Chicago in the fall. US Coachways is a company based in Staten Island, NY
with service around the United States, connecting customers with charter bus services for all their
overnight, special event, point-to-point and other group travel needs.
The post details the many benefits of chartering a bus for group travel. For one, everyone in a group
is able to travel together, so the time moving from one point to the next is part of the group
experience, rather than being a time when everyone has to split up to navigate transportation on their
own. Additionally, there’s no need to worry about who is driving: if alcohol is a part of the group
adventure, having a charter bus driver means the designated driver is already built into the plans, and
everyone in the group can choose to drink or not, without worrying about how it impacts the travel
plans of other people in the group. Charter buses also remove the pressure of finding parking getting parking spots for everyone in a large group in a large city like Chicago can be time consuming
and expensive, at best. Having a charter bus rental allows a group to avoid all of these worries and
more and focus on the fun of their group trip.
Chicago Bus Rental is a great way to see the sights of downtown Chicago, and Chicago has lots of
great things to see, from the arts to food to shopping to sports, and even a bit of history. There are
several museums in Chicago, including The Chicago Institute of Art and the Museum of
Contemporary Art Chicago. The Chicago Institute of Art holds some of the world’s most famous
paintings, including Grant Wood’s American Gothic and Edward Hopper’s Nighthawks. In addition to
museums, Chicago has a bustling music scene which a charter bus from US Coachways can help
any group access. For one, Chicago has lots of venues for experiencing the blues. There’s also an
opera, a symphony, and plenty of popular music venues.
For visitors to the Windy City who want something more than art, there is also a lot of great food and
shopping in Chicago. Michigan Avenue, known as the “Magnificent Mile” or just “Mag Mile”, has more
than three million square feet of retail space, and a number of landmarks, including the Tribune Tower
and the Wrigley Building. The Mag Mile has lots of flagship locations for famous retailers, including
the world’s largest Ralph Lauren store.
There are also plenty of dining options along Michigan Avenue and elsewhere, from Chicago’s
famous deep dish pizza, to food courts to fancy steakhouses and everything in between. According to
the post, some of the best restaurants are underground, which makes the Mag Mile a great place to
explore with potentially delicious rewards. Visitors can also try Chicago’s specialty liquor, Malort,
which is known for its very unique flavor. Charter buses can also bring groups to sports games, such
as games of the football team, the Chicago Bears, or the baseball team, the Chicago Cubs, who play
at Wrigley Field in the north end of the city.
All kinds of groups can benefit from the convenience, comfort and style of charter bus travel.

Corporate events, from conferences to large meetings to team celebrations, can use charter buses to
safely and conveniently shuttle employees and guests to a large number of locations. School trips can
use charter buses to transport students, whether for team sporting events, field trips, or club
excursions to museums or other tourist locations. Families and church trips can also use charter
buses to take the stress out of group transportation.
Potential customers interested in chartering a bus for their group adventures in Chicago can check
out the US Coachways Cost Calculator to get an estimate for how much their trip may cost. More
information about their bus charter services nationwide is available on their website.
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